
Pos Part Number Description Remark Model
35 8Z0 881 806 backrest cover (cloth) with heater 

element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles without cover for seat 
backrest may also be used for models 
without heater element

left a. right cloth-
sinus 2

PR-N0G+Q1A, Q4T

06/00-02/01JSX twist (beige) -YC
(35) 8Z0 881 806 E backrest cover (cloth) with heater 

element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles without cover for seat 
backrest may also be used for models 
without heater element

left a. right cloth-
sinus 2

PR-N0G+Q1A, Q4T

03/01-04/03JSX twist (beige) -YC
06/00-06/01JSW swing (dark grey) -YB
07/01-04/03MRZ neptune blue -YH
07/01-04/03MSA aztec yellow -YJ
07/01-04/03NFB soul (black) -YA
03/01-04/03NFC light platinum (grey) -YG,YL

(35) 8Z0 881 806 H backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 
seams: for vehicles without cover for 
seat backrest

left a. right cloth-
sinus 2

PR-N0G+Q1A, Q4T

05/03-08/05JSX twist (beige) -YC,NV
05/03-10/03MRZ neptune blue -YH
05/03-10/03MSA aztec yellow -YJ
05/03-08/05NFB soul (black) -YA
05/03-08/05NFC light platinum (grey) -NH,YG,YL
11/03-08/05RMK sea blue -NE

(35) 8Z0 881 806 A backrest cover (cloth) with heater 
element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
may also be used for models without 
heater element

left a. right cloth-
satelite 2

PR-N1D+Q1A

06/00-06/01JSY swing (dark grey) -YB
06/00-04/03JSZ twist (beige) -YC
07/01-04/03NFD soul (black) -YA
07/01-04/03NFE light platinum (grey) -YG,YL
07/01-04/03NFH neptune blue -YH
07/01-04/03NFJ aztec yellow -YJ

(35) 8Z0 881 806 J backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 
seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest

left a. right cloth-
satelite 2

PR-N1D+Q1A

05/03-10/03JSZ twist (beige) -YC
05/03-10/03NFD soul (black) -YA
05/03-10/03NFE light platinum (grey) -YG,YL
05/03-10/03NFH neptune blue -YH
05/03-10/03NFJ aztec yellow -YJ

(35) 8Z0 881 806 K backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 
seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest

left a. right MODUL 
2

PR-N2J+Q1A

04/03-08/05SBM yellow/black -NN
04/03-08/05SBN red/black -NU
04/03-08/05SBP blue/black -NT
09/03-08/05SBQ orange/black -NP

(35) 8Z0 881 806 L backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 
seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest

left a. right 
MATRIX 2

PR-N7C+Q1A

09/03-08/05QPG light platinum (grey) -NH,YL
09/03-08/05RMF soul (black) -YA
09/03-08/05RMG sea blue -NE
09/03-08/05RMH amulet red -YK
09/03-08/05RMJ twist (beige) -NV



Pos Part Number Description Remark Model
(35) 8Z0 881 806 B backrest cover (leather) with heater 

element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
may also be used for models without 
heater element

left a. right 
pearlnap.leat. 3

PR-N5T+Q1A

07/01-08/0549A light platinum (grey) -YG,YL,NH
07/01-08/056Y6 amulet red -YK
07/01-10/036X5 neptune blue -YH
11/03-08/058BH beige-grey -NE
07/01-08/0573G soul (black) -YA,QE
06/00-08/0571L twist (beige) -YC,NV
07/01-10/0378M aztec yellow -YJ
06/00-06/0185D swing (dark grey) -YB

(35) 8Z0 881 806 C backrest cover (cloth) with heater 
element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
may also be used for models without 
heater element

left a. right j 
acquard-satin 3

PR-N0E+Q1D

06/00-06/01JKG swing (dark grey) -YB
07/01-04/03JUA soul (black) -YA
07/01-04/03MST light platinum (grey) -YG,YL
07/01-04/03NFK neptune blue -YH

(35) 8Z0 881 806 M backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 
seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest

left a. right j 
acquard-satin 3

PR-N0E+Q1D

05/03-10/03JUA soul (black) -YA
05/03-10/03MST light platinum (grey) -YG,YL
05/03-10/03NFK neptune blue -YH

(35) 8Z0 881 806 G backrest cover(cloth/leather.) with 
heater element with crosswise seams: 
for vehicles with cover for seat 
backrest may also be used for models 
without heater element

left a. right 
speed/ 
pearlnap.leat. 3

PR-N2L+Q1D

04/02-08/05MRA soul (black) -QE
(35) 8Z0 881 806 N backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 

seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest

left a. right 
MATRIX 3

PR-N7C+Q1D

09/03-08/05QPG light platinum (grey) -NH,YL
09/03-08/05RMF soul (black) -YA
09/03-08/05RMG sea blue -NE
09/03-08/05RMH amulet red -YK

(35) 8Z0 881 806 D backrest cover (leather) with heater 
element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
may also be used for models without 
heater element

left a. right 
pearlnap.leat. 3

PR-N5T+Q1D

07/01-10/036X5 neptune blue -YH
07/01-08/056Y6 amulet red -YK
07/01-08/0549A light platinum (grey) -NH,YG,YL
06/00-08/0571L twist (beige) -NV,YC
07/01-08/0573G soul (black) -YA,QE
07/01-10/0378M aztec yellow -YJ
06/00-06/0185D swing (dark grey) -YB

(35) 8Z0 881 806 F backrest cover (leather) with heater 
element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
may also be used for models without 
heater element

left a. right 3 PR-N7U+Q1D

07/01-08/05MMV soul (black) -YA
07/01-08/05NFP light platinum (grey) -NH,YG,YL



Pos Part Number Description Remark Model
(35) 8Z0 881 806 backrest cover (cloth) with heater 

element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles without cover for seat 
backrest for models with child's seat 
see workshop manual may also be used 
for models without heater element

passenger side 
cloth-sinus 2 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N0G+Q1A, Q4T

07/00-02/01JSX twist (beige) -YC
(35) 8Z0 881 806 E backrest cover (cloth) with heater 

element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles without cover for seat 
backrest for models with child's seat 
see workshop manual may also be used 
for models without heater element

passenger side 
cloth-sinus 2 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N0G+Q1A, Q4T

03/01-04/03JSX twist (beige) -YC
07/00-06/01JSW swing (dark grey) -YB
07/01-04/03MRZ neptune blue -YH
07/01-04/03MSA aztec yellow -YJ
07/01-04/03NFB soul (black) -YA
07/01-04/03NFC light platinum (grey) -YG,YL

(35) 8Z0 881 806 H backrest cover (cloth) for vehicles 
without cover for seat backrest with 
crosswise seams: for models with 
child's seat

left a. right cloth-
sinus 2 'ISOFIX'

PR-N0G+Q1A, Q4T

05/03-08/05JSX twist (beige) -NV,YC
05/03-10/03MRZ neptune blue -YH
05/03-10/03MSA aztec yellow -YJ
05/03-08/05NFB soul (black) -YA
05/03-08/05NFC light platinum (grey) -NH,YG,YL
11/03-08/05RMK sea blue -NE

(35) 8Z0 881 806 A backrest cover (cloth) with heater 
element for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest with crosswise seams: 
for models with child's seat see 
workshop manual may also be used for 
models without heater element

passenger side 
cloth-satelite 2 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N1D+Q1A

07/00-06/01JSY swing (dark grey) -YB
07/00-04/03JSZ twist (beige) -YC
07/01-04/03NFD soul (black) -YA
07/01-04/03NFE light platinum (grey) -YG,YL
07/01-04/03NFH neptune blue -YH
07/01-04/03NFJ aztec yellow -YJ

(35) 8Z0 881 806 J backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 
seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest for models with child's 
seat see workshop manual

passenger side 
cloth-satelite 2 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N1D+Q1A

05/03-10/03JSZ twist (beige) -YC
05/03-10/03NFD soul (black) -YA
05/03-10/03NFE light platinum (grey) -YG,YL
05/03-10/03NFH neptune blue -YH
05/03-10/03NFJ aztec yellow -YJ

(35) 8Z0 881 806 K backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 
seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest for models with child's 
seat see workshop manual

passenger side 
MODUL 2 'ISOFIX'

PR-N2J+Q1A

04/03-08/05SBM yellow/black -NN
04/03-08/05SBN red/black -NU
04/03-08/05SBP blue/black -NT
09/03-08/05SBQ orange/black -NP



Pos Part Number Description Remark Model
(35) 8Z0 881 806 L backrest cover (cloth) with crosswise 

seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest for models with child's 
seat see workshop manual

passenger side 
MATRIX 2 'ISOFIX'

PR-N7C+Q1A

09/03-08/05QPG light platinum (grey) -NH,YL
09/03-08/05RMF soul (black) -YA
09/03-08/05RMG sea blue -NE
09/03-08/05RMH amulet red -YK
09/03-08/05RMJ twist (beige) -NV

(35) 8Z0 881 806 B backrest cover (leather) with heater 
element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
for models with child's seat see 
workshop manual may also be used for 
models without heater element

passenger side 
pearlnap.leat. 3 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N5T+Q1A

07/01-08/0549A light platinum (grey) -YG,YL,NH
07/01-08/056Y6 amulet red -YK
07/01-10/036X5 neptune blue -YH
11/03-08/058BH beige-grey -NE
07/00-08/0571L twist (beige) -YC,NV
07/01-08/0573G soul (black) -YA,QE
07/01-10/0378M aztec yellow -YJ
07/00-06/0185D swing (dark grey) -YB

(35) 8Z0 881 806 C backrest cover (cloth) with heater 
element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
for models with child's seat see 
workshop manual may also be used for 
models without heater element

passenger side j 
acquard-satin 3 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N0E+Q1D

07/00-06/01JKG swing (dark grey) -YB
07/01-04/03JUA soul (black) -YA
07/01-04/03MST light platinum (grey) -YG,YL
07/01-04/03NFK neptune blue -YH

(35) 8Z0 881 806 M backrest cover (cloth) for horizontal 
seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest for models with child's 
seat see workshop manual

passenger side j 
acquard-satin 3 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N0E+Q1D

05/03-10/03JUA soul (black) -YA
05/03-10/03MST light platinum (grey) -YG,YL
05/03-10/03NFK neptune blue -YH

(35) 8Z0 881 806 N backrest cover (cloth) for horizontal 
seams: for vehicles with cover for 
seat backrest for models with child's 
seat see workshop manual

passenger side 
MATRIX 3 'ISOFIX'

PR-N7C+Q1D

09/03-08/05QPG light platinum (grey) -NH,YL
09/03-08/05RMF soul (black) -YA
09/03-08/05RMG sea blue -NE
09/03-08/05RMH amulet red -YK

(35) 8Z0 881 806 G backrest cover(cloth/leather.) with 
heater element with crosswise seams: 
for vehicles with cover for seat 
backrest for models with child's seat 
see workshop manual may also be used 
for models without heater element

passenger side 
speed/ 
pearlnap.leat. 3 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N2L+Q1D

04/02-08/05MRA soul (black) -QE



Pos Part Number Description Remark Model
(35) 8Z0 881 806 D backrest cover (leather) with heater 

element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
for models with child's seat see 
workshop manual may also be used for 
models without heater element

passenger side 
pearlnap.leat. 3 
'ISOFIX'

PR-N5T+Q1D

07/01-10/036X5 neptune blue -YH
07/01-08/056Y6 amulet red -YK
07/01-08/0549A light platinum (grey) -YG,YL,NH
07/00-08/0571L twist (beige) -YC,NV
07/01-08/0573G soul (black) -YA,QE
07/01-10/0378M aztec yellow -YJ
07/00-06/0185D swing (dark grey) -YB

(35) 8Z0 881 806 F backrest cover (leather) with heater 
element with crosswise seams: for 
vehicles with cover for seat backrest 
for models with child's seat see 
workshop manual may also be used for 
models without heater element

passenger side 
alcant./pearl nappa 
leather 3 'ISOFIX'

PR-N7U+Q1D

07/01-08/05MMV soul (black) -YA
07/01-08/05NFP light platinum (grey) -YG,YL,NH


